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DERANGED escapee Neville Garden had been allowed on 40 day-release trips despite admitting to psychiatric staff he would kill again.
The Herald Sun learned yesterday that Garden was the ninth inmate to escape in the past year while on an outing from the Thomas Embling Hospital, which houses the
state’s worst insane criminals.
Garden’s threat to kill again was detailed in a memo issued to policy yesterday.
And the memo says Garden – who shot dead a Mildura milk bar owner in a random attack in 1994 – could become uncontrollably violent if he mixed alcohol with
medication.
“Treating psychiatrists indicate that if he remains off his medication he is capable of committing crimes of this magnitude (murder) in the future.” the police memo says.
“Garden has a documented hatred for authorities, including police, ASIO, AFP (Australian Federal Police) and, if confronted in a non-controlled environment, will be
extremely aggressive toward police.
“Garden has indicated to staff at the psychiatric hospital that if in possession of firearms he will use them.”
“Garden has the propensity for extreme violence and due care and attention must be exercised in approaching him.”
But the Thomas Embling Hospital yesterday stood by its claim that the paranoid schizophrenic posed not risk unless cornered or his medication wore off.
Following Herald Sun revelations yesterday that Garden had escaped while on an outing to Southbank, it emerged that: STAFF at Thomas Embling told police they held
grave fears for anyone who came into contact with Garden.
POSSIBLE sightings of Garden in the city and Hawthorn areas were reported by the public.
PREMIER Steve Bracks said he was disturbed by the latest escape, and the Government cancelled all day leave for inmates at the Fairfield Hospital.
Garden escaped on Sunday while on a four-hour trip to the city with two nurses, a part of his routine since October last year.
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